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Response

Contingent valuation studies and health policy

MATTHEW D. ADLER*
University of Pennsylvania Law School, Philadelphia, PA, USA

I am glad to have the opportunity to respond to the fine paper by Professors Smith and Sach (2009). They raise both foundational questions concerning the justification of contingent valuation studies in the health policy area, and important implementation questions concerning the appropriate design of such studies. I will focus my attention on the question of justification.

The debate about contingent valuation in health policy is part and parcel of the debate between those who favour cost–benefit analysis (CBA), and those who favour cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) (Adler, 2006: 1–17). CBA values all well-being impacts, including health and longevity, in dollar terms, and aggregates. Technically, CBA evaluates policies by aggregating willingness-to-pay/willingness-to-accept amounts (WTPs). Standard techniques for estimating WTPs are twofold: revealed preference techniques, which estimate them based on market behaviour (such techniques have been widely used to estimate WTPs for fatality risk reduction, known as the ‘value of statistical life’); and survey techniques. ‘Contingent valuation’ is just the technical term for such survey techniques.

CEA, like CBA, values non-health impacts (‘costs’) in dollar terms; but it values health impacts on some non-monetary ‘effectiveness’ scale. It then examines the incremental cost-effectiveness ratios of policies in order to determine which policies to adopt. Techniques for estimating WTPs for health impacts – in particular, contingent valuation studies of health effects – therefore have no direct role in CEA.

So one can take a first crack at the question of justification for health care contingent valuation studies by asking, should CBA or CEA be used to evaluate health policies? Now, this question is often seen in the health policy literature as just a choice between ‘welfarism’ and ‘extrawelfarism’. Welfarism favours CBA, extrawelfarism favours CEA – or so it is often assumed.

I think the assumption is doubly mistaken. First – although I cannot pursue the point at length here – I think that CEA should be seen by extrawelfarists as little better than CBA. To adequately develop the point, we would need to get clear about the content of extrawelfarism – a large task (Brouwer et al., 2008).
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Let me just briefly note the following. (1) Extrawelfarism, in the philosophical literature, as in Sen's discussion of ‘capabilities’, is often associated with the important observation that policy should be concerned about individuals' opportunities, their capability sets, and not their achieved well-being (Arneson, 1989; Sen, 1992). Two individuals with equal opportunities who end up at different levels of well-being because of their own free choices have no claim to government intervention to repair the inequality. However, because CEA, like CBA, focuses on individuals' actual health states – not health opportunities – this opportunity-based strain of extrawelfarism in no way argues for CEA over CBA.  

(2) Extrawelfarism is also associated with a critique of a preference- or utility-based conception of well-being. But CEA increasingly employs quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) as the measure of ‘effectiveness’. And QALYs, of course, calibrate health states on a 0–1 scale by using standard-gamble, time tradeoff, or rating-scale techniques to elicit individuals’ preferences over health states. (3) Finally, extrawelfarism is sometimes linked to a ‘deliberative democratic’ or ‘civic republican’ view of policy-making. Policy-making should ultimately be grounded in citizen deliberation. But it is deeply unclear why this premise justifies CEA rather than CBA, at least as a general matter. If citizens are directly deliberating about particular policies, both techniques are superfluous. If citizens have delegated some of their decision-making power to governmental decision-makers (e.g. the administrators of health care agencies), then the question becomes: which technique do citizens want their delegates to employ? In the United States, the answer seems to be CBA. Since 1981, Republican and Democratic Presidents alike, the officials most responsive to the views of the median national citizen, have instructed agencies to employ CBA in evaluating policies (Adler and Posner, 2006). In the United Kingdom, the answer seems to be CEA.

In any event, even if extrawelfarism does generally favour CEA, it is incorrect that welfarism necessarily favours CBA over CEA. This will be the main thrust of my comment. My sense is that many health economists would agree with the following proposition: ‘[W]hen we accept the methodology of welfare economics, we should use cost–benefit analysis, not cost-effectiveness analysis.’ (Kenkel, 1997). But, on examination, the proposition turns out to be very problematic.

What does welfarism involve? At a minimum, welfarism certainly involves the Pareto principle. If individuals are equally well off in outcomes \(x\) and \(y\), the two outcomes are equally good. And if at least one person is better off in \(x\) than \(y\), with no one worse off, then \(x\) is a better outcome. Many applied economists, further, adopt the principle of Kaldor–Hicks efficiency, also known as the ‘potential Pareto’ principle (Just et al., 2004: 1–48). Take outcomes \(x\) and \(y\). If there is a hypothetical costless lump-sum redistribution in \(x\), from those who are better off to those who are worse off, which would make everyone at

---

1 Indeed, insofar as it can incorporate option values, it may be that CBA can be more sensitive to opportunities than CEA.
least as well off in \( x \) as in \( y \) and some strictly better off, then \( x \) is a better outcome. If we adopt the Kaldor–Hicks principle as the master principle of welfarism, and if we see CBA as a metric of Kaldor–Hicks efficiency, then it follows that CBA, not CEA, is the best technique for evaluating health policies.

But the Kaldor–Hicks principle is deeply problematic. There is a huge gulf, here, between applied economics, where the principle is often espoused or presupposed, and theoretical economics, where it is often rejected. The flaws of the Kaldor–Hicks principle have been thoroughly canvassed in the theoretical literature (Chipman and Moore, 1978; Boadway and Bruce, 1984: 96–101; Gravel, 2001; Gowdy, 2004). As economists beginning with Scitovsky have noted, it gives rise to various ‘reversals’ and intransitivities. Further, the principle just conflates potential with actual Pareto superiority. If everyone in \( x \) is actually no worse off than in \( y \), and at least one individual is better off in \( x \), then the Pareto principle itself says \( x \) is a better outcome; we don’t need to invoke the Kaldor–Hicks principle. And if \( x \) is not actually Pareto superior to \( y \), how does the fact that \( x \) can be hypothetically transformed into a Pareto superior outcome (via an impossible, because costless, redistributive procedure) make \( x \) better (Sen, 1979: 23–25)?

In addition, as economists beginning with Boadway have shown, the Kaldor–Hicks principle and CBA are actually not equivalent (Blackorby and Donaldson, 1990).

So what does welfarism involve, if not Kaldor–Hicks efficiency? Many theoretical economists favour the use of social welfare functions (SWFs) to evaluate policy; and some applied work actually does so, particularly applied work in the area of ‘optimal tax policy’, but also in other areas, for example environmental economics (for an overview and defence of the SWF framework, with citations to the literature, see Adler, 2008: 25–47; see also Adler, 2010). The SWF framework assumes that well-being is interpersonally comparable, and that an individual’s well-being can be represented by a utility function. This enables us to represent a given outcome as a vector of utilities; an SWF, in turn, maps each such vector onto a scalar. A better outcome gets a higher number.

SWFs can have various functional forms, but the form that is very often employed in applied work – and one that can be provided a strong axiomatic defence – is the following:

\[
s(x) = \frac{1}{1 - \gamma} \sum_{i=1}^{I} u_i^{1-\gamma},
\]

where there are \( I \) individuals in the population, \( u_i \) is the utility of individual \( i \), and \( \gamma \) is an inequality-aversion parameter, which ranges from 0 to infinity.\(^2\) Where \( \gamma \) is zero, the SWF becomes the utilitarian SWF, which simply sums utilities. As \( \gamma \) becomes larger, the SWF becomes increasingly concerned about equality. It gives relatively larger weight to utility increments affecting individuals

\(^2\) In the special case where \( \gamma \) is 1, the SWF is \( \sum \log(u_i) \).
at lower utility levels, as opposed to utility increments affecting individuals at higher utility levels.

Some health policy scholars have discussed the potential role of SWFs; but their focus tends to be the use of SWFs to rank outcomes understood as vectors of health utilities (see scholarship cited in Adler, 2008: 16, note 51). Since individual well-being is determined not only by individual health, but also by various non-health characteristics (such as consumption, happiness, social status, social life, and other characteristics), we should think of the SWF approach as incorporating a utility function that, ideally, includes both health and non-health characteristics as its arguments.

Taking the SWF framework as the best specification of welfarism, we can see that both CBA and CEA are imperfect measures for evaluating policies – imperfect from the perspective of welfarism. I will illustrate how both CEA and CEA can deviate from the SWF approach using a simple mathematical model. The model employs a standard framework for thinking about the interaction between health and consumption in producing well-being, namely a multiplicative framework, such that $u$, an individual's utility, equals the product of his health utility and consumption utility (Bleichrodt and Quiggin, 1999; Hammitt et al., 2008: note 6). Although it is instructive, I believe, to work through the model, the reader pressed for time can skip ahead 10 paragraphs. The upshot is as follows. Within the model, CBA deviates from CEA, because health benefits realised by individuals at higher consumption levels are adjusted upwards, both because of their higher consumption levels and because their marginal utility of consumption is lower. The SWF approach deviates not only from CEA, but also from CBA. This approach adjusts health benefits to reflect the consumption level of the beneficiary, and to reflect the social benefit of giving welfare improvements to individuals, which varies depending on the well-being level of the individual. Specifically, in the case of individuals who are at higher consumption levels, the SWF approach adjusts health benefits upwards to reflect the higher consumption level of the beneficiary, but also applies a downward adjustment factor to reflect the fact that such individuals are at higher well-being levels.

**How CEA, CBA, and SWF diverge: a simple model**

This model assumes that individual well-being is a function of health and consumption. Individuals live for just one period. Individual utility has the form $u = v(c)q(h)$, where $c$ is consumption; $v(.)$ is a subutility function valuing consumption; $h$ is the individual’s health state; $q(.)$ is a subutility function valuing the individual’s health; $q$ ranges from zero to one (so is the sort of value that might be measured by standard QALY surveys); $v'(c)$ is greater than zero; and $v''(c)$ is less than zero.

Let us imagine, now, that a governmental body is choosing between two health programmes, $P^*$ and $P^+$. Each programme would produce health gains for
a homogenous subpopulation of \(N\) individuals. Neither would displace an existing programme. Each programme would also produce costs, in the form of lost consumption. For simplicity, assume that the \(M\) individuals who would bear the consumption costs of either policy are distinct from the individuals who would receive their health benefits; that the two policies would produce the very same pattern of lost consumption for the \(M\) individuals; and that the governmental body is required by statute to choose either \(P^*\) or \(P^+\) (so, for simplicity, we can ignore the option of choosing neither).

The individuals who would benefit from \(P^*\) are currently at consumption level \(c^*\), and the \(q\)-value of their current health state is \(q^*\). The individuals who would benefit from \(P^+\) are currently at consumption level \(c^+\), and the \(q\)-value of their current health state is \(q^+\). \(P^*\) and \(P^+\) each would produce the very same change in health utility, \(\Delta q\): \(P^*\) would improve the \(q\)-value of each beneficiary’s health from \(q^*\) to \(q^* + \Delta q\), while \(P^+\) would improve the \(q\)-value of each beneficiary’s health from \(q^+\) to \(q^+ + \Delta q\).

Given these simplifying assumptions (including the crucial assumption that the policies produce the very same pattern of lost consumption for the \(M\) cost-bearers, and that the agency must choose \(P^*\) or \(P^+\)), the three policy techniques on the table – CEA, CBA, and the SWF framework – all make the choice by, in effect, assigning the individual health benefit of each policy a social value, \(\Delta b^*\) or \(\Delta b^+\), and choosing the policy with the larger \(N\Delta b\) value. However, CEA, CBA, and the SWF approach differ in how they calculate \(\Delta b\).

Assuming that CEA uses the \(q\)-value of each programme as its measure of effectiveness, \(\Delta b = \Delta q\). The total social benefits of \(P^*\) are \(N\Delta q^*\), while the total social benefits of \(P^+\) are \(N\Delta q^+\), which are equal because \(\Delta q^* = \Delta q^+ = \Delta q\). Both programmes produce the very same total health benefit, and so CEA views them as equally good.

For CBA, \(\Delta b\) is the individual’s WTP for the programme. Call this \(\Delta c\), defined as follows: \(v(c - \Delta c)(q + \Delta q) = v(c)q\). Assuming \(\Delta q\) is small, this can be approximated as follows:

\[
\Delta c \approx \frac{v(c) \Delta q}{v(c)q + \Delta q} \tag{1}
\]

Finally, if we use an SWF of the form \(s = \frac{1}{1 - \gamma} \sum_{i=1}^{I} u_i^{1-\gamma}\), \(\Delta b\) equals \(\frac{1}{1 - \gamma} (u + \Delta u)^{1-\gamma} - \frac{1}{1 - \gamma} u^{1-\gamma}\), where \(u\) is the initial utility of each programme beneficiary and \(\Delta u\) the change in her utility from the programme. Assuming \(\Delta q\) is small, this can be approximated as follows.\(^3\)

\[
\frac{1}{1 - \gamma} [(u + \Delta u)^{1-\gamma} - u^{1-\gamma}] \approx u^{-\gamma} \Delta q v(c) = \Delta q v(c)[v(c)q]^{-\gamma} \tag{2}
\]

The following table summarises how CEA, CBA, and the SWF approach calculate the total social benefit, \(N\Delta b\) of each programme.

---

\(^3\) If we define \(g(u) = \frac{1}{1 - \gamma} u^{1-\gamma}\), then \(g(u + \Delta u) - g(u) \approx g'(u) \Delta u\) for small \(\Delta u\). Note that \(g'(u) = u^{-\gamma}\). \(\Delta u\), in turn, equals \(\Delta q v(c)\).
Three ways to calculate the social benefits of health programmes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme $P^*$</th>
<th>Programme $P^+$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEA</td>
<td>$N\Delta q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBA</td>
<td>$N\Delta q\frac{v(c^<em>)}{v'(c^</em>)(q^* + \Delta q)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWF</td>
<td>$N\Delta q v(c^<em>)(q^</em> v(c^*))^{-\gamma}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In contrast with CEA, which sets $\Delta b = \Delta q$, CBA and the SWF approach calculate $\Delta b$ (for small $\Delta q$) by multiplying $\Delta q$ with various scaling factors. In the case of CBA, there are two such factors: $v(c)$, and a second factor, $(v'(c)(q + \Delta q))^{-1}$, which is approximately equal to the inverse of the marginal utility of consumption, $\partial u/\partial c$. Note that both of these factors are increasing in $c$. In the case of the SWF approach, there are also two factors, $v(c)$ and a second factor, $(qv(c))^{-\gamma}$. This second factor is the marginal effect on the SWF of a change in some individual's utility, that is, $ds/du$. Note that this second factor is decreasing in $c$ if $\gamma > 0$ and the SWF is inequality-averse. As individual consumption increases, the individual's utility level increases; and so the social value of an increment in her utility decreases, given an inequality-averse SWF.

To see how CEA, CBA, and the SWF approach diverge not just in calculating benefits but in their bottom-line choice of programmes, imagine that $q^* = q^+$, and $c^* > c^+$. CEA is always indifferent between the programmes, including in this case. In this case, CBA chooses $P^*$: its beneficiaries have a higher consumption level and a lower marginal utility of consumption, both of which produce a higher WTP than for the beneficiaries of $P^+$. Finally, the utilitarian SWF also chooses $P^*$, because the utility change from that programme ($\Delta q v(c^*)$) is greater than the utility change from the other programme ($\Delta q v(c^+)$). However, if $\gamma$ is sufficiently large, and the SWF sufficiently inequality-averse, it will choose $P^+$. Because those who would benefit from the $P^+$ programme have a lower utility level than those who would benefit from the $P^*$ programme, a sufficiently inequality-averse SWF will choose to give a smaller utility benefit ($\Delta q v(c^+)$) to them, over a larger utility benefit ($\Delta q v(c^*)$) to the $P^*$ beneficiaries.

In short, CBA and CEA can deviate from each other – which is well known in the health economics literature (Dolan and Edlin, 2002). However, each can also deviate from what is very plausibly the best specification of welfarism, the SWF approach – a point not sufficiently emphasised in that literature.

***

With these observations in hand, let us return to the question: What should be the role of contingent valuation studies in health policy choice, given welfarism? One possibility is that we use SWFs rather than CBA or CEA to guide health policy.

4 More precisely, if $\gamma > 1$, the SWF approach chooses $P^+$. 
This is currently unlikely, for various reasons. One is professional culture and training. As mentioned, SWFs do have currency in some areas of economics; but both CEA and CBA are much more widespread in governmental practice and in policy-analysis scholarship. Another difficulty for the SWF approach is that we currently lack good survey research focused on calibrating individual utility as a function of health, consumption, and other determinants of well-being. Contingent valuation studies can actually be very useful in this calibration exercise (Viscusi and Evans, 1990; Evans and Viscusi, 1991; Sloan et al., 1998). Currently, however, they are generally used to estimate WTP amounts, not to calibrate the utility function.

A second, more likely possibility is that we continue to use CBA or CEA or both to evaluate health policy. I have argued elsewhere that CBA and CEA, under appropriate conditions, can each be seen as rough proxies for a utilitarian SWF – for the maximisation of overall well-being (Adler, 2006; Adler and Posner, 2006). In this world, the current world, contingent valuation studies have a very important role to play, as one source for estimating WTP amounts.

A third, intermediate possibility is that we use the SWF framework to adjust CBA or CEA. The possibility of adjusting CBA with distributive weights, to correct for heterogeneity in the marginal utility of income/consumption, or to take account of social inequality-aversion, has been discussed by economists (Johansson-Stenman, 2005). I have argued in prior work that we might perform CBA using multiple monetary measures of health benefits: not just WTP amounts, but amounts produced by multiplying QALY amounts by a QALY-to-dollar conversion factor, the optimum value of which can be set with reference to a utilitarian (or perhaps even non-utilitarian) SWF (Adler, 2006). A very similar thought is that the proponent of CEA might use SWFs to optimise the cutoff cost-effectiveness ratios that CEA sometimes employs.

In this, intermediate, world, contingent valuation studies function both as estimates of WTPs, and as a basis for calibrating the individual utility function.

To sum up: contingent valuation research has a vital role in health policy choice, at least given welfarism – but not in the service of Kaldor–Hicks efficiency.

5 This can be seen from the simple example above. CBA is a good proxy for the utilitarian SWF, where the marginal utility of income/consumption does not vary too much among the individuals affected by the policy choice. In the simple example, note that, if $\gamma$ is zero, the SWF approach calculates $\Delta b$ as $\Delta q v(c)$. CBA calculates $\Delta b$ as approximately $\Delta q v(c) (\partial u / \partial c)^{-1}$, which leads to the same ranking of the programs if $\partial u / \partial c$ is the same for the beneficiaries of $P^*$ and $P^*$.

CEA is a good proxy for the utilitarian SWF where individuals are homogenous with respect to their non-health characteristics. In the simple example, note that, if $\gamma$ is zero, the SWF approach calculates $\Delta b$ as $\Delta q v(c)$. CEA calculates $\Delta b$ as $\Delta q$. If the beneficiaries of both programs have the same consumption level, the SWF approach and CEA therefore rank the policies the same way (each approach being indifferent between the policies).

6 A sophisticated defense of using Kaldor–Hicks efficiency to evaluate non-tax policies, including health policies, points to the possibility of redistribution through the tax system – not just an ideal system of lump sum taxes, but the distortionary income tax (Kaplow and Shavell, 1994). However, this defense turns out to be problematic (Sanchirico, 2001; Johansson-Stenman, 2005).
Rather, contingent valuation research should function to estimate the inputs to CBA (WTP amounts), with CBA understood as a rough proxy for overall well-being; and to help us estimate the individual utility function, as a function of both health and non-health characteristics, so that we improve the performance of CBA and CEA and ultimately, perhaps, move beyond these frameworks entirely and use a more theoretically attractive tool, the SWF.

How do my views on these matters differ from Professors Smith and Sach’s? Of course, there is one very large difference: I emphasise the SWF perspective, while they do not. We also seem to disagree, somewhat, about the use of contingent valuation studies to estimate WTP amounts. They emphasise the importance of focusing such studies on non-use values, that is, process values, option values, and caring externalities; while it seems to me that contingent valuation studies can be very helpful in estimating WTP amounts (and, for that matter, in calibrating a utility function) even if focused just on health. But this is a quibble. What we do share is a willingness to challenge the conventional wisdom that contingent valuation studies are useful only as a tool to implement traditional CBA, the unweighted sum of WTP amounts, and only by virtue of a core commitment to Kaldor–Hicks efficiency.
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